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A STONG-HATTORI SPECTRAL SEQUENCE
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DAVID COPELAND JOHNSON

ABSTRACT. Let G, ( ) be the Adams summand of connective K-theory localized at the

prime p. Let BP, ( ) be Brown-Peterson homology for that prime. A spectral sequence is

constructed with E2 term determined by G, (X) and whose E" terms give the quotients of

a filtration of BP,(X) where AT is a connected spectrum. A torsion property of the

differentials implies the Stong-Hattori theorem.

1. Introduction. MU is the Thorn spectrum which represents complex bordism,

MUçO, and bu is the connective unitary spectrum whose associated homology

theory is complex connective A-theory, kt( ). bu is a ring spectrum with unit

; : 5° -* bu. One formulation of the Stong-Hattori theorem ([12], [23]) is: if A is

a complex with free abelian integral homology, then

sh* : ML/, (A) -» k,(X a MU)

is a split monomorphism where sh^ is induced by the composition

MU A X ^ MU A S° A X   MU A ' A X > MU A bu A A
(1.1)

interchange
-=—> bu a X a MU.

Of course, sh^- is an analog of the Hurewicz homomorphism

hx: MUt(X)^Ht(X a MU;Z)

constructed from the unit j : S° -> KZ, of the (integral) Eilenberg-Mac Lane

spectrum. If {Erpq(X),dr(X)} is the Atiyah-Hirzebruch-Dold spectral sequence

El,(X) s 77f(A; MU,) => MU,(X),

then one can prove hx is monic whenever

El*(X A j) : £-,(* A S°) -> E~¿X A KZ)

is monic. In particular, this is true when E\t(X) is torsion-free. The object of this

paper is to develop a spectral sequence whose relation to sh* is analogous to the

above relation of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch-Dold spectral sequence to hx.
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We shall be working in Boardman's stable category as described in [24]. A

connected spectrum will mean an object in Boardman's category which is n-

connected for some (possibly negative) integer «. S denotes Boardman's suspen-

sion-translation functor. S° is the ((—l))-connected) sphere spectrum and * is the

trivial (base point) spectrum. By homology theory, we shall mean a reduced

generalized homology theory with countable coefficient graded group. Recall

that homology theories defined on finite complexes extend to ones defined on

spectra [24, 13.6].

Fix a prime p. We shall follow the algebraist's notation in letting Z^ be the

localization of Z at the prime ideal (p). So Zw, often called Qp, is the subring of

the rationals of form a/b, gcd(a,b) «■ 1 and gcd(b,p) = 1. We write Z/pZ

(instead of Zp) for the cyclic group of order p. Since Z^ is a flat abelian group,

MU^X) = MU+(X) 9 Zw and k^X) = kt(X) 9 Zw define homology

theories. Quillen has showed that there is a multiplicative idempotent e

G MU^MUçp)) which splits MU(J>)^( ) into a direct sum of shifted copies of

BP*( ) = t(M^)»( )) [2]- Here BP^( ) is the Brown-Peterson homology theory

induced  by  the  Brown-Peterson  spectrum  BP [6].

BP¥ = ^(BP)^Zip)[vx, v2,...,vs,...]

with degree  vs = 2sp - 2. In this paper, we shall assume that it is clear that

constructions in complex  bordism  theory  can be copied in Brown-Peterson

homology. Note that if horn dimR M means the projective dimension of M as an

F-module, then

horn dimMUt MU^(X) > hom dim^^MU^X)

= hom dimBPt BP* (X).

Also, Adams has given a splitting of A^i ) into a direct sum of multiplicative

theories Gt() induced by the ring spectrum G. irt(G) 3£ Z^w] with degree

u = 2p-2 ([1], [3]).

§2 gives a setting for spectral sequences of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch-Dold type

relating two generalized homology theories. Also there is a definition of <«>-

torsion in a Z^ [w]-module and a definition of (w>-torsion valued differentials in

a spectral sequence whose F2 term is a Z^wJ-module (but whose differentials

need not be Z^[u\ homomorphisms). The third section reviews necessary

properties of the spectra BP and G. The author thanks A. Liulevicius and R.

Zahler for their information on F/J, generators and BP operators which allows

for an economical discussion in this section. The fourth section constructs the

spectral sequence which is described by (4.3).

Theorem 4.3. For any connected spectrum X, there is a natural spectral sequence

of the A tiyah-Hirzebruch-Dold type,

El^(X) s Gn.q(X) 9 Zw[v2,v3, ...]=» BP+(X).

The differentials of this spectral sequence are (u)-torsion valued.
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Other than presenting the Stong-Hattori information in a convenient form, the

utility of this spectral sequence is likely to be modest. However, its construction

teaches the lesson: "think higher torsion-valued differentials." As an example of

the value of this lesson, the key result of [15] is proved as a simple corollary to

Theorem 4.3.

Proposition 5.5 (Johnson-Smith). 7/A is a connected spectrum, then G„(A) is

{u}-torsion free if and only if horn dimBPtBP((X) < 1.

Finally, we must justify the title of this paper; so we retrieve a version of the

Stong-Hattori theorem and then show its equivalence to more conventional

versions.

Theorem 6.1 (Stong-Hattori). Let f : X —> Y be a map of connected spectra such

that horn dimBPt BPt(X) < 1 and G^(f) : G,(X)-> G^(Y) is monic; then

BP*(f) '■ BP*(X)'-+ BP*(Y) is monic.

Acknowledgement. The author warmly thanks Professor E. E. Floyd for his

direction of the University of Virginia dissertation where much of this work first

appeared [14]. He also thanks P. E. Conner, P. M. Eakin, L. Smith, R. E. Stong,

and W. S. Wilson for their insight, tutorials, and helpful criticism.

2. Generalized Atiyah-Hirzebruch-Dold spectral sequences. Given a (generalized

reduced) homology theory Mt ( ) and a CW complex X, the Atiyah-Hirzebruch-

Dold spectral sequence is described by

El_m(X) s Hn_q(X; Mq(S0)) => Mt(X).

It may be constructed from the skeletal filtration exact couple given by

Dx_q,q(X) = Mn(X"-q)    and    £¿_M(A) = M„ (A- VA -«-')•

The derived exact couple has D2_M(X) = Image M„(X"-q'x) -* Mn(X"~q). Dold

[11] observes that by holding q fixed we get a new homology theory M(q)m( ) with

M(q)„(X) = D2_qq(X). Now suppose F is a principal ideal domain and Mq(S°) is

a free F-module. Then Ht(X; Mq(S0)) ss Ht(X;R) ®R Mq(S°). The exact se-

quences of the derived exact couple

(2.1) F„%,?(A) -Ù D2_q+u_x(X) -U E2M(X) -£-» DplUq(X)

[19] become exact triangles of homology theories.

(2-2)       pM{q),(X) -UM(q- 1)»(A) -U H,_q(X; R) 0X Mq(S°) —i

These exact triangles show how to build spectral sequences of the form

Elq(X)^L^q(X)®RNq^M,(X)
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where L, ( ) and M% ( ) both are generalized homology theories. The construction

which follows is not the most general, but it does cover some examples from

bordism theory. We have couched our description in the language of spectra, but

the reader will note that all that is necessary here are exact triangles of homology

theories as (2.2) satisfying analogs of (2.3) (i)-(iv).

Let F be a principal ideal domain. Let F„ ( ) and Mt ( ) be two homology

theories over R induced by the (—l)-connected spectra L and M, respectively.

Also we suppose rç(F) and ^¡(M) to be finitely generated as F-modules for all

integers /'. Now suppose for each integer q there is an exact triangle of spectra

i") m M+ D(q - 1) Ä E(q)    «*U D(q)

such that the following four conditions hold:

(i) The degrees of i(q),f(q), and k(q) are 0, 0, and — 1, respectively.

(ii) E(q) ~ S^LX.. .X SqL, n(q) many factors of the 67th suspension of L.

Here n(q) is some nonnegative integer for q positive. «(0) = 1 ; so F(0) = L. For

q negative, n(q) = 0; so E(q) = *.

(iii) D(q) is /jf-connected. D(q) = M for q negative.

(iv) 0 -» TTt(D(q))Kt'irt(D(q - l))Hq2'^(E(q)) -* 0 is exact.

Fix a graded free F-module Nt such that the rank of Nq is n(q). In practice, we

shall choose Nm to be an F-polynomial ring.

Given a connected spectrum X, define a filtration [F„_qM„(X)} of M„(X)

= ir„(M A X) = ir„(D(-\) A X) by

Fn-qMn(X) = Image {trn(D(q) A X) -> trn(D(-\) A X)}.

Let X be «/-connected; then D(q) a X is (q + «z)-connected and our filtration is

finite. (Warning: we allow m to be negative!)

0 = FmMn(X) Ç...E F„_qM„(X) C Fn_q+xMn(X) G...

EFn+xMn(X) = Mn(X).

2.4. Proposition. FAe exact triangles described by (2.3) induce a spectral sequence

{Er„_qq(X),dr(X)} for any connected spectrum X satisfying the following five

conditions:

(i) F2-,,,^) a Ln.q(X) 9R Nq.

(ii) Et„,q(X) a Fn_q+xMn(X)/F„_qMn(X).

(iii) FA«? spectral sequence collapses if and only if j(q)t : %(D(q — 1) A X)

-» trt(E(q) A X) is epic for all q.

(iv) FAe differentials of the spectral sequence are torsion valued, i.e.

d' (X)(Er„_qq(X)) is a torsion abelian group.

(v) The spectral sequence and the above isomorphisms are natural in X.
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Proof. Define F2_M(A) = trn(D(q) A X) and F2 M(A) = ir„(E(q) A A). The

homomorphisms i(q)t, j(q)+, and k(q)+ define a (D2,E2) exact couple induced

as (2.1). From the equivalence E(q) ss SqLx...xSqL (2.3 (iii)) where the

number of factors is the same as the rank of Nq, we may fix an isomorphism

El_qq(S°) s Ln_q(S°) ®R Nq and extend this to a natural isomorphism of

homology theories to fulfill (i). The naive convergence follows standardly from

the fact that our filtration of A7„(A) is finite.

d'+x(X) : E£}„(X) -» E?_xq_r_x,q+r(X)

is induced by7(9 + r)^(i(q + 1), o ... o ¡(q + r - I),)"1 ° Kq)^. So allj(q). epic

implies all k(q)* trivial implies all dr+x(X) trivial. Conversely if all dr+x(X) are

trivial, then k(q)*(trn(E(q) a A)) is in the image of

i(q + 1), o ... o i(q + r - 1), : tr„_x(D(q + r - 1) A X) -» 7Tn_x(D(q) A A)

for all r. Thus k(q)^ is trivial andy'^), is epic.

If Xa is a finite CW spectrum, Mn(Xa) ® Q has a finite filtration by finite-

dimensional Q-vector spaces E%Lqq(Xa) ® Q. The usual Hurewicz-modulo-

torsion theorem and dimension bookkeeping arguments prove that dr(Xa) ® Q

is zero. This result is extended to arbitrary connected spectra A by noting that

for any homology theory Jt( ), Jt(X) =s lim /»(Aa) where the Aa range over all

the finite subspectra of A [24, 12.9] and that lim and ® Q are exact functors.   □

2.5. Corollary. Let R be a principal ideal domain. Let L and M be (— Y)-connected

spectra inducing homology theories over R with coefficient groups of finite type. Let

S2mM -^ A7 -^-> L -^ S^M

be an exact triangle of spectra with p, p, and A having degrees 0, 0, and — 1,

respectively. Suppose further that p : ttm(M) —> 77„(L) is epic. Then there exists a

natural additive spectral sequence

F2_M(A) s L„_,(A) ® R[x2m\ => M,(X)

with torsion-valued differentials which collapses if and only if p^ : M^(X) —» Lt(X)

is epic. Here the degree of x2m is 2m.

Proof. Define: E(q) = * for q negative or q ^ 0 modulo (2m); E(q) = SqL for

q nonnegative and q = 0 modulo (2m); D(q) = M for q negative; and D(q - 2m)

= . .. = D(q - 1) = Sq M for q nonnegative and q = 0 modulo (2m).

Define i(q) = Sqp, j(q) = Sqp, and k(q) = Sqá for q nonnegative and q = 0

modulo (2m). Let i(q) = identity andy'(^) = k(q) = * for ^r otherwise. Apply (2.4).

D
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Examples. (1) The exact triangle S2 bu"X bu i KZ à S2 bu [22] induces the spectral

sequence

El_„(X) s Hn_q(X) 9 Z[t) o» k,(X)

which may be identified with the conventional Atiyah-Hirzebruch-Dold one.

(2) Let F(0) be a stable Z/pZ Moore spectrum for an odd prime p. There is a

map A : S2p~2 V(0) -> F(0) whose cofibre V(\) satisfies H*(V(\);Z/pZ)

= Ez/Pz[Qo,Q\] (Qo, Q\ are the first two Milnor generators of the exterior part

of the mod p Steenrod algebra). Then it is a fact that the cofibration

52,-2 1/(0) -^ V(0) -^-> F(l)

induces a short exact sequence

0 -* BPt(S2"~2 V(0)) -^±-> BP,(V(0)) -^ BP+(V(\)) -+ 0

[21]. In analogy with denoting BP^(X a V(0)) as BPif(X; Z/pZ), Larry Smith has

suggested denoting BPt(X a F(l)) by BP^(X; V(\)). We then have a spectral

sequence

£?,(*) s BR(X; V(\)) 9 Zw^2] => BP,(X;Z/pZ).

When V(n), « > 1, exist, there are similar spectra sequences.

(3) Baas's work on bordism of manifolds with singularities [4] abounds with

generalized Bockstein sequences of the form

r^ MU(S),(X) --^lU MU(ST),(X) - MU(S%.(X) —j

where S and S' are singularity sets with 5" = 5 u {F2n}. Here F2n represents a

2«-dimensional generator [P2„] of A/t/,,. With indexing as in (2.5), these lead to

spectral sequences

E2„_„(X) - MU(S')„_q(X) 9 Z[x2n] =* MU(S),(X)

which will find use in [16].

Finally, we admit that these spectral sequences formed by (2.4) and (2.5) may

not be rich in multiplicative structure. However the statement "differentials are

torsion valued" can acquire new meaning. Suppose tr*(L) is an integral domain

and <^> the multiplicative subset generated by a nonzero element y E tr^(L). We

say an element a of a irm(L) module A is a <7>-torsion element if /a = 0 for

some positive integer i. The definitions of <>>>-torsion module and (^)-torsion

free module are the obvious ones. Suppose Ft (A") is a module over ir^ (L), then

given a spectral sequence
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£*_„ = Ln_q(X) ®R Nq => A/, (A)

as constructed in (2.4), E\q(X) has a left w„(F) multiplication. Er^q(X) is a

quotient of a (graded) subgroup of F^A). Fix a nonzero element y E trm(L). If

for any z E F^A) representing an r-boundary dr(X), there is an integer s

depending only on the class dr(X) such that ysz = 0, we say dr is <(.y>-torsion

valued. Note that this definition does not assume that the morphisms of the

appropriate exact couple are w, (F)-module homomorphisms or that F^_„ (A) is a

^(F^module. Our experience shows that we should ask whether differentials are

<_v)-valued where y is a generator of 77, (F). Affirmative answers to this query for

the Stong-Hattori spectral sequence of this paper (4.4) and for the spectral

sequences as in Example 3 [16] lead to Stong-Hattori type theorems.

3. The spectra BP and G. Let BP be the Brown-Peterson spectrum for the fixed

prime p. It represents the homology theory BPt( ) constructed via the Quillen

idempotent e : MU^O ^ MU^O [2]. 77, (FF; Zw) S Zw[/n„m2,... ]

where ms has degree 2(ps - 1). We identify FP„ = ir^(BP) as a subring of

Ht(BP;Z(j))) via the Hurewicz homomorphism. BPt is a polynomial ring

Z(j,)[fi,f2. • • • ] wiin vs having degree 2(ps - 1). Liulevicius (for p = 2 [18]) and

Hazewinkel [13] have shown the generators can be defined by the formula (3.1).

(31) v, = (- l)"+xpms - § m^j(vj)r>.

Note that p*ms E BP+ and that vx = ±e[CP(p - 1)1

We now need a few facts about BP operators gathered from Zahler's

exposition [25]. Let E = (ex,e2,...) be an exponent sequence of nonnegative

integers, all but finitely many of which are zero. The degree of E, \E\, and the

length of F, n(E), are defined by the formulas:

\E\ = 2 2 (/>'!- l)e„       n(E) = '2ei.
¿-i ¿-i

We add exponent sequences termwise. If n is a positive integer nE = E + ... +E

(n times). A, is the exponent sequence, (0,..., 0,1,0,... ), where the one is in the

rth   position.   For   each   exponent   sequence   F,   there   is   an   operation   rE

E BP\£\(BP). The action of these operators on 77,(BP; Zw) is given by (3.2) and

(3.3).

rE(ms) = ms_j        if F = p*~%,

(3.2)
= 0 if E^ps-'Ah any /;

(3.3) rE(xy)=    2    rF(x)rG(y)   for x, y E 77, (BP; Zw).
F+G-E

(Here r0 = identity where 0 = (0,0,... ) .)

Exponent sequences are ordered by the definition E = (ex, e2,... ) > F

= (/1./2. • ••) if and only if:
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(i) |£| > ¡F|; or

(ii) |F| = |F| and n(E) < «(F); or

(iii) |F| = |F| and «(F) = «(F), but e¡ = f¡ for /' > A and ek > fk.

As in 14.3 of [8], we have:

3.4. If F, > Fx and £2 > F2, then Ex+ E2> Fx + F2.

3.5. Lemma, (i) rx(vs) = (-l)p+lp.

(Ü) £a,_,0O = "i modulo (p) for s > 1.

(iii) rF(vs) = 0 modulo (p) for F > pàs_x.

Proof. If |F| > 2ps — 2, rE(vs) = 0 = rE(ms) for dimensional reasons. This

implies (i). If F > pAs_x, then |F| > \p\_x | = 2(p2 - p); so |F| > 2(ps - 1). (ii)

and (iii) then follow by induction on degrees from (i) and (3.1)—(3.4).    □

For E = (ex,e2,... ), define #F = (pe2,pe3,...). Define vE to be the mono-

mial v? vf .... (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5) then imply:

3.6. r#E(vE) = (vx)"W modulo (p) and rF(vE) = 0 modulo (p) for F> #E.

Let kt() be complex connective A-theory. Adams has defined a splitting of

A^o* ( ) = A„ ( ) 9 Zw into a direct sum of theories G+ ( ) [ 1 ]. Let G be the

representing spectrum of Gt ( ). We make a pedantic separation of the properties

of G+ ( ) that we shall need.

3.7. ir^(G) s Z^u] with the degree of u being 2p - 2. G+(X) is a Z^u]-

module.

3.8. There is a map of spectra n : FF —> G such that Tj(i/f ) = ±us for all í > 0.

If u : FF —> FZ^) is a map of spectra inducing the edge homomorphism of the

Atiyah-Hirzebruch-Dold spectral sequence, F2_„. as Ht(X; BP) =» FTJ(A'), then

ju =^ n o f where 17 represents a generator of H°(G; Z^j) s Z^.

3.9. G is a ring spectrum.

For an exponent sequence F, let A = |#F|/(2p - 2) = |F|/(2p — 2) — «(F)

and let s£ = f» (t/f r#£) G G°(BP). Note that s£ = if if and only if F = F + /A,

for some integer t. We define s0 = f G G°(BP), v° = 1 G FF0, and w° = 1

G 7r0(G) where 0 designates the zero exponent sequence.

3.10. Lemma (Stong [8.14.3]). Let t be an integer and let sE : tt,(BP) -^ t!,(G)

designate the homomorphism induced by the element in G°(BP) of the same name.

Then {sE : \E\ = t) forms a Z^-basis of HomZir)(tr,(BP); irt(G)).

Proof. By (3.6), (3.8), and definitions, sE(vE) = ±u' modulo (p), \E\ = Z, and

sF(vE) = 0 modulo (p) for F > #F. Since vE : |F| = Z is a free Z^-basis for

tr,(BP), this implies [sE 9 1 : |F| = t} is a basis of HomZw(77,(FF);7r,((7))

9 Z/pZ. The lemma follows immediately from Nakayama's lemma.    □

Multiplication by u E tr2p-2(G) gives a natural transformation of cohomology

theories defined on finite complexes: G*( ) -^ rj*-2/>+2( ). By [5, Lemma 17],

there is a map of spectra mu : S2p~2G —> G inducing this transformation. As in

[22], the cofibre of «/„ is homotopy equivalent to KZW. We have the exact

triangle of spectra.
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3.11. S2p-2GmïGlKZlp) iS2p-2G where A is of degree -1 and mu, tj are of degree

0. tj is as in (3.8).

3.12. Lemma. Suppose q = r(2p - 2) > 0 and D is a(q- l)-connected spectrum.

Then any map of spectra f : D —> G lifts to a map of spectra g : D —> SqG making

(3.13) homotopy commutative.

SqG

(3.13)

/
F

g/

f

(«J

Proof. Note that 77'(F; Zw) s [F, S'KZ^] = 0 for i < q. Apply [24, 11.10] to

the mapping sequence induced by (3.11).    □

4. Construction of the spectral sequence. We now use our information about

77, (BP) and G to construct a system of exact triangles of spectra with the

properties of (2.3).

4.1. Proposition. For each integer q, there is an exact triangle of spectra

D(q) -> D(q - 1) -► E(q) -* D(q)

such that the following conditions hold:

(i) The degrees of i(q), j(q), and k(q) are 0, 0, and — 1, respectively.

(ii) E(q) = SqG X.. .X SqG, the number of factors being n(q), the rank of

(Z(j>)[v2>v3> •••])«• (Jf n(a) = 0> we mean E(q) = *, the trivial spectrum.)

(iii) D(q) is q connected. D(q) = BP for q negative.

(iv) 0 -* 77,(D(q)) **>• 77,(F(<? - 1 )) /ta), v, (E (q)) -* 0 is exact.

(v) Let i(-l,q) : D(q) -> F(-l) = BP be the composition i(0) o ... o i(q\ then

diagram (4.2) commutes.

j(q)
D(q-\) E(q) = S"GX ■ ■    X SqG

(4.2) i(-hq)

(sf, ,sF )

BP

(mj X • • • X (mj

GX- ■ ■ X G

Here r = q/(2p -2), n = n(q), and (F, > F2 > ... > F„} is the ordered set of

exponent sequences of degree q and of form (0,/2,/3,... ).

Proof. We begin by defining D(q) = BP and E(q) = * for q negative. We

assume the construction is complete through the (q — l)st stage and we now give

the inductive construction of the ^rth stage.
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Case 1. g = r(2p - 2) > 0. Let F, > F2 > ... > F„, n = «(#), be as in (v).

Since D(q — 1) is (q — l)-connected (by (iii) in the induction), the composition

sF. ° i(—\,q) lifts to a mapjFi : such that (4.3) commutes (by 3.13).

'Fi
D(q-\)-'-->    S> G

(mj       (/= l,-- ,n = n(q)).

BP----   G

Define j(q) = (jF¡,... ,jFn ). Diagram (4.2) then commutes. By [24, XI], there

exists an exact triangle

D(q - 1) -Ä* E(q) -^ A  -^ D(q - I)

with g and A having degrees -1 and 0. Define D(q) = A, i(q) = A, and k(q) = g.

By the inductive conditions (iv) and (v), we may identify tr^(D(q — 1)) with the

intersection of the kernels of the homomorphisms sF : trt(BP) —» irt(G) for all

exponent sequences F with |F| < q. From the fact that tT^(G) 9 Zip)[v2,v3,... ]

S Zw[a] 9 Z(p)[v2,v3,...]sziZ(p)[vl,V2,V3,...]*' ^(BP), one can compute

from inductive conditions (ii) and (iv) that trq(D(q - 1)) is a free Z^-module of

rank n(q). By (3.9), {sF : \F\ = t} is a basis for HomZ(f)(n,(BP); tt,(G)). Let {yF} be

a basis dual to {sF : \F\ = f} of

HomZ(f)(HomZ(rt(77,(FF); *,{G)); tt,(G)) s tt,(FF).

Let F'¡ = (t — q)/(2p — 2)A, + F¡, i = 1,..., « = «(¡7) where F, >-...> Fa were

the exponent sequences as in (v) (if z ^ 0 modulo (2p - 2), everything is trivial).

As #F'i = #F¡, s'Fl = 5/g. So sF.(yFJ) = 5/, 1 < i, j < «. Also sF(yF') = 0 for

exponent sequences with |F| < q. So [yr',... ,yF'"} is a linearly independent set

of elements in ir,(D(q — 1)). («/„)'' : <nt(SqG) —> tt,(G) is an isomorphism. We

computej(q),(yFi) = (0,... ,0,(mu)rsFl(yF''),0,... ,0), / = 1,..., « = «(<?). Thus

/'(?)* : ^(^(q — 1)) -» trt(E(q)) is an epimorphism proving (iv). Then

<(-U+ 1), = ¿(-1.Î), ° . . . ° ifoi + O* : **(D(q)) -+ 77JFF)

is a monomorphism. Since ttq(D(q - 1)) has rank n(q), we see that /)(#) is not

only ^-connected, but(<7 + 2p - l)-connected.

Case 2. q = r(2p - 2) + t > 0, 0 < Z < 2p - 2. Define E(q) = * and D(q)

= D(q-\) = D(r(2p - 2)).    D

4.4. Theorem. There is a natural spectral sequence {Er„_qq(X),d'(X)} for any

connected spectrum with the following five properties.

(i) Elq¡q(X) s Gn.q(X) 9 (Zw[v2,v3,... })q.

(ii) E^q(X) s Fn.q+xBPn(X)/F„_qBPn(X) where

(4.3) i(-hq)
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Fn.qBPn(X) = Image {%(D(q) a A) BPn(X)}.

(iii) The spectral sequence collapses if and only if Ç : BPt(X) -» G, (A) is epic.

(iv) The differentials of the spectral sequence are (p}-torsion valued.

(v) The differentials of the spectral sequence are (u)-torsion valued in the following

sense. E^ q(X) is a quotient of a sub-Z^ymodule of

El,a(X) = G,(X)®(Z{],)[v2,  v3,...])q

which has a left Zw[u] multiplication. If z E Ej_q_rq+r_x(X) represents dr(y)for

y E Ern_qq(X), then there is an integer t = t(q,r) such that u'z = 0.

Proof. The only properties that do not follow from (2.4) are (iii) and (v). The

collapsing of the spectral sequence implies7(0), = t¡x '■ BP*(X) -» G,(A) is epic

(2.4 (iii)). Suppose Çx is epic. By [17, Lemma 5] there is a connected spectrum A

and a map/ : A -* A such that BPt(f) : BP+(A) -> FF,(A) is epic and Ht(A;Z)

is free abelian. Since Çx is epic, the usual commutative diagram implies

G*(/) : Gt(A) -* G,(A) is epic also. This implies E\q(f) : is epic in diagram

(4.5). Since 77,(/I; Z) is free abelian, G^(A) and E\q(A) are </>)-torsion free. So

the spectral sequence for A collapses and j(q)^ (A) in (4.5) is epic. By commuta-

tivityy'(^), (A) is epic. By 2.4 (iii), the spectral sequence for A also collapses,

(4.5)

it¿D(q-l)l\A)-
¡(QUA)

Dl,q-tf)

77,(F(<7- I) AX)
üqux)

- ir*(E(q) A A)

El,qif)

*t(E{q) A A)

dr+x(X) is induced by the "composition" 9 = j(q + r), ° i(q, q + r),1 ° k(q)t.

Diagram (4.6) commutes by (4.2) and proves that for y

and t = (q + r)/(2p — 2), u'z = 0. This proves (v).    □

En-q,q\X),   Z 0(y),

nn_x(D(q +r-l) A A)-U ir^Wq + r) A A)

i(q, q + r)

irn(E(q) A A)-tt„_ ,(/%) A A)

'(-l,i)„

2G,
n—1—q—r

ÏK/

(X)

(4.6)
(SF.'SF7>-  ■ •  )

tt„_, (BP A A)-!-Í-v SG„_,(A)
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5. An application to the homological dimension of BPt -modules. Recall from the

introduction that

hom dimB/>( BP^(X) = hom dimM(/(p), MU{p)t(X)

< hom dimM(/# MUt(X).

5.1. Let X be a connected spectrum. Then the Thorn homomorphism ¡i :

BP*(X) —* Ht(X; Z(p)) is an epimorphism if and only if hom dimfl/> BP^(X)

< ••

Proof. Adapt the proof in [9, Corollary 3.11] as in the proof of [17, Proposition

4].   D

5.2. Let A" be a connected spectrum with hom dimfi/> ß/jj, (X)< 1; then the

sequence (5.3) induced by (3.11) is short exact.

(5.3) o -» G,(X) -Us-* Gm(X)^-* H,(X; Z(p)) -» 0.

Proof. We may factor ¡i in (5.1) as the composition BPif(X)L (X)2.

Ht(X; Z^)). n is epic; so r¡ is epic.    □

5.4 [15, Theorem 3]. Let A" be a connected spectrum such that mu : Gt(X)

—> G+(X) is monic, then hom dimBP^ BP*(X) < 1.

Proof. By the hypothesis, the sequence (5.3) is short exact and r¡ is epic. By 4.4

(v), the spectral sequence

El*(X) = G*(X) 9 Z(p)[v2,v3, ...]=* BPAX)

must collapse. By 4.4 (iii), this implies f is epic. So u = tj ° fis epic and we

apply (5.1).    □

5.5. Proposition (Johnson-Smith). If X is a connected spectrum, then G^(X) is

(u)-torsion free if and only if hom dimfl/>> BPt (X ) <  1.

Proof. (5.2) and (5.4).   □

6. Stong-Hattori theorems.

6.1. Stong-Hattori theorem. Let f : X —* Y be a map of connected spectra such

that:

(a) hom dim^ BP^(X) < 1;

(b) G,(/) : G*(X) -► G,(F) is monic.

Then BP^(f) : BPt(X) -» BP^(Y) is monic.

Proof, (a) implies that F2 +(A") s G+(X) 9 Z(J>)[v2,v3,... ] is <w>-torsion free

(5.5) and that E2^(X) = £«„ (X) (4.4 (v)). (b) implies that

is monic for r = 2. Assume £*,„(/) monic. Suppose y = F2,„(/)(x) G E2ft(Y)

represents [y] = E!¥t(f)(x) E F£ t. Thus usy ^ 0 for all positive integers s. By

4.4 (\),y cannot represent any element in the image of the differentials of dr(Y).
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Thus the class of y in Er¿l(Y), which is F£J (/)(*), is nonzero. Thus F£j,(/)>

is monic. By induction F~,(/) : F£,(A) -* F£,(>0 is monic. By filtration

induction and use of the five lemmas, BRf(f) is monic.    □

So far the only properties of G,( ) we have used are (3.7) and (3.8). We now

use the ring structure of the spectrum G (3.9) to justify our title for Theorem 6.1.

6.2. Proposition. Let sh^- : FF, (A) -> G,(A a BP) be induced by the composi-

tion

BP A X a* BP A S° A X   BP A ' A X > BP a G a X

interchange
-5—» G A A a FF

where i : S° —* G is the unit of the ring spectrum G. The following statements of the

Stong-Hattori theorem are equivalent for a connected spectrum X:

(i) horn dimBPt FF,(A) = 0 implies sh^ is a Z^-split monomorphism;

(ii) horn dimBp FF, (A) < 1 implies shx is a monomorphism;

(iii) horn dimB/> FF, (A) < 1 implies sh^- is a monomorphism; spectra f : X —> Y

which induce monomorphisms, G,(/) : G,(A) —» G,(T) also induce monomor-

phisms, FP,(/) : FF,(A) -» BP^Y).

Proof, (i) implies (ii). Follow the method of [20].

(ii) implies (iii). This follows immediately from the natural equivalence

G,(-)®zau]G,(BP)^Gt(- aBP)

and the fact that (-) ®Z(,,[ii] G^(BP) is an exact functor [20].

(iii) implies (i). Let V(0) be a stable Z/pZ Moore spectrum (the cofibre of a

degree p mapS^S0), FF,(K(0)) a BP^ /pBP*. Let A be a connected spectrum

with horn dimBPt BP^(X) = 0, then horn dimfl/>t FF,(A a V(0)) = 1 (a specific

BPn resolution is'induced by A a SoX^r]X aKia V(0)). Let p : G a G

-* G be the multiplication of the ring spectrum G. Then p ° i ~ G and

G,(» A W) : G,(W) _» G,(G a W) has left inverse (p a W\. So it follows

from (iii) that BPt(i a W) : BP^W) -» BPt(G a W) is monic for W = A or

A a V(0). Let

«fV - BPt(W) 8 Z/pZ = BPA\W) ®BPt FF,(K(0)) -» BP*(W a V(0))

be induced by the Kiinneth pairing. By [9, 8.4], §x is a monomorphism (prove

this directly using the BPt resolution of V(0) induced by S°{f}S° -> F(0)).

In the commuting diagram (6.3), <f>x and (i a X a V(0))^ are monic; so

(i A A), ® Z//)Z is also. Since FF, (A), is </?>-torsion free and (/ a A), is

monic, this implies (¡' A A), is Z^-split monic. The interchange map in the

definition of sh^- is an equivalence; so sh^- is split monic.   □
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(/ A X). ® Z/pZ
BP^(X) ® ZIpZ-► BP¿G AI)® Z/pZ

(6.3)
0X <>G  A X

(i A X A FÍO)).
fi/y* A F(0))    -Î-► BP¿G A A A F(0))

Larry Smith has shown that the Stong-Hattori homomorphism fails to be

monic for the spectrum F(l) which realizes the mod p Steenrod algebra module

Ez/Pz[Qo, Q\ L P °dd. (See [24, Example 2, §2].) Here is another example. Conner

and Smith build stable complexes

A(tj) - S° u2 ex u, e3    and    X(-q, v) = 5° u2 e' u, e3 u, <"7

using the first two elements of Hopf invariant one, n G 7zf and v E in, [10]. They

are the simplest complexes with

hom dimWi/< MU,(X(ij)) = hom dimMU(2)t MUi2»(X(t))) = 2

and

hom dim^ MU^(X(ji,v)) = hom dimMUmMUi2yif(X(t],v)) = 3,

respectively. There is a cofibration A(17) i Ar(-n, v) —> S1 which clearly induces

a monomorphism on Z(2) homology. So for G+ ( ) = A+ ( ) 9 Z(2)

(6-4) G,+1(S7) -^ G„(A(n)) -^-» G^Air,,/')),

G+(/') will be monic modulo <2)-torsion. Since hom dimMUa)tMUi2)t(X(r))) > 1,

we cannot have a short exact sequence as (5.3) else we would contradict (5.4).

(6-5) Hj(X(ti); Zw) -^-» G,_3(A(r,)) -^ Gj_x (X(r,)).

So A must be nonzero in (6.5) for some/. The only possibility is when/ = 3. We

compute that G0(A(tj)) =s Z/2Z is the only torsion group in Gt(X(rf)). As

d(Gx(S7)) = 0 in (6.5), G„(/') must be monic. If BP^i) were monic, we would have

a short exact sequence

0 -> FF,(A(n))    BP*(l) > FF,(A(t,,k)) -* FF,(57) -> 0

with BP^ modules with homological dimensions 2, 3, and 0 respectively. This

disagrees with [7, VI, 2.4]; we conclude that sh^ cannot be monic.
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